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THE DORTMUND APPROACH

•aims at a biomechanically oriented assessment 

of the load on the spine for occupational 

manual materials handling

•applied to the specific occupational tasks of 

manual patient handling (Jäger et. al. 2010).

•Dortmund Lumbar Load Study 3 – DOLLY 3
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS

• posture recordings of caregiver and patient;

• measurements of caregiver's action forces transferred 

to the patient;

• subsequent 3-D dynamic biomechanical computer 

simulations;

• quantitative description of the (bio-)mechanical load 

on the lumbar spine by several indicators (i.e. 

compressive and shear forces as well as bending and 

torsional moments at the lumbosacral disc).
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TESTING

• 162 representative transfers for the subsequent 

simulation calculations were selected. 

• To evaluate the lumbar load the corresponding 

“force-or-posture time courses” were divided into 

more then 1000 sections. 

• For each section the time courses of the above-

mentioned lumbar-load indicators were computed
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GREEN, YELLOW, RED

•the discal compressive forces for the 

analysed tasks are compared with 

recommended limits for work design. 

•Lumbar overload risk of the diverse tasks 

is classified by a 3-zone model
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RED

•DOLLY 3 elucidates that lumbar load is often 

very high for the caregivers and may exceed 

the ergonomic limits mentioned below, in 

particular, in case of “conventional” task 

execution modes and/or for moving more or 

less passive patients (partially non-cooperating 

patients)
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TYPE OF TRANSFER

• conventional transfer execution means a technique that is 

usually used in every day life in the nursing practice. 

• optimized activity means the conscious usage of measures on 

biomechanical grounds like “small weights”, “short lever arms” 

or “upright standing”. 

• “small aids” are tools that support the nursing person, for 

example, . by the reduction of the friction between patient 

and beds’ surface (like the “sliding board” or the “sliding 

mat”) or that allow a better grasping of the patient (like the 

“handling belt”).
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YELLOW AND GREEN

•A considerable reduction can be achieved by a 

biomechanically “optimized” mode of execution, 

when indicated accompanied by the use of 

small aids; according to the individual task 

conditions, the risk is classified YELLOW and, in 

some cases, it can be lowered to achieve the 

GREEN zone
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GREEN

•disc-compressive forces lower than 

lowest recommended limit (nearly 2 

kN for older female adults), i.e. the 

work is assumed acceptable for 

almost all persons under the given 

circumstances;
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YELLOW

•disc-compressive forces in the range 

of the recommended limits for females 

(nearly 2 to 4,5 kN dependent on 

age), i.e. the work may be acceptable 

under improved circumstances;
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RED

•disc-compressive forces higher than 

highest recommended limit for females 

(approx. 4,5 kN for younger female 

adults), i.e. the work is assumed 

unacceptable for females under the 

given circumstances.
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ADVANTAGES

•lumbar load can be evaluated rapidly;

•performance deficits can be identified;

•measures of work design can be derived 

directly in order to enable a 

biomechanically-justified ergonomic task 

performance
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ERGONOMIC LIMITS FOR THE 
LUMBAR-DISC COMPRESSIVE FORCES

•The limits were derived in analogy to NIOSH's 

Action Limit (1981); the underlying data base 

on the ultimate compressive strength of lumbar-

spine sections enabled the consideration of the 

most influencing factors on spinal load-bearing 

capacity, i.e. age and gender of the task-

performing person.
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TABLE A.1 — LUMBAR LOAD 
DURING MANUAL PATIENT 
HANDLING AND RISK-LEVEL 
CATEGORIES

LUMBOSACRAL COMPRESSIVE FORCES (MEAN AND 

RANGE) CAUSED BY ACTIVITIES PERFORMED IN

THREE EXECUTION MODES, AND CLASSIFICATION BY A 

3-ZONE RISK MODEL ACCOMPANIED BY TASK-

CONDITION DESCRIPTION
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DORTMUND RECOMMENDATIONS 
AGE-AND-GENDER RELATED LIMITS FOR 
LUMBAR-DISC COMPRESSIVE FORCES 
DURING MANUAL MATERIALS HANDLING

APPLIED TO THE EVALUATION OF 

MANUAL PATIENT-TRANSFER 

ACTIVITIES 25
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EDUCATION, TRAINING AND FOLLOW-UP CHECKS 

•are unequivocally necessary to enable an 

adequate application of “biomechanically 

optimized manual patient handling 

techniques” and a proper use of small and/or 

technical aids. Otherwise, optimized handling 

cannot be guaranteed, and the induced 

biomechanical overload risk is presumed being 

too high in most cases of manual patient 

handling actions (risk level RED).
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NC TRANSFERS UPWARDS IN BED

• The risk class is RED, the work is assumed 

unacceptable for females under the given 

circumstances. The minimal demand to receive a 

YELLOW risk is, in case of the caregiver acting at the 

bed's long side, a fully cooperating patient instead of 

a non-cooperating. In case of a carer acting at bed's 

head, a partial cooperation of the patient is 

demanded to enable a YELLOW risk. Hence, for non-

cooperating patients, the conditions for a YELLOW 

risk are not fulfilled.
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PC TRANSFERS UPWARDS IN BED

• The risk class is YELLOW if an optimized technique 

without or with small aids is applied (sliding sheet or 

mat) and the handling action is performed from the 

bed's head. Interpreting measurements' results in an 

extrapolating manner, the risk class can potentially be 

changed to GREEN if two or more caregivers act 

simultaneously in well-timed co-ordination and 

adequate small aids are applied,
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TURNING

• NC: The risk class is RED, the work is assumed 

unacceptable for females under the given 

circumstances. The minimal demand to receive a 

YELLOW or a GREEN risk is a partial cooperation.

• PC: The risk class is YELLOW if an optimized technique 

without small aids is applied. The risk class can be 

changed to GREEN if an optimized technique with 

usage of small aids would be applied,
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BED–WHEELCHAIR TRANSFER AND 
WHEELCHAIR–TOILET TRANSFER

• NC: Totally non-cooperating patients are not intended to be 

transferred in this case.

• PC: The risk class is YELLOW if an optimized technique without 

or with small aids is applied (a sliding board is available on the 

ward; if supportive equipment is used, it should be applied 

adequately, i.e. users should be trained in its use).
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BED–WHEELCHAIR TRANSFER AND 
WHEELCHAIR–TOILET TRANSFER

• Even if an adequate small aid is applied (the available 

sliding board) and even if only patients of limited 

weight are transferred (up to approx. 70 kg), the risk 

can nevertheless not be changed to GREEN as PC 

patients support the action insufficiently, in comparison 

to fully cooperating patients. However, the risk class 

can potentially be changed to GREEN if technical 

lifting aids would be used: e.g. stand-assists
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BED-STRETCHER LIFTING

• NC: is assumed unacceptable for females The minimal 

demand to receive a YELLOW risk is a partial 

cooperation of the patient and usage of small aids, i.e. a 

rolling board

• PC: The risk class is RED, even if an optimized technique is 

applied; can be changed to YELLOW if an optimized 

technique with usage of small aids is applied; can be 

changed to GREEN if two or more caregivers act 

simultaneously in well-timed co-ordination and adequate 

small aids would be applied, or if technical lifting aids 

are used
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QUANTIFIED FACTORS

•Full movement analysis for caregiver and 

patient

•Measurement of caregiver's action forces

transferred to the patient

•Biomechanical modelling: forces and moments at

lumbar intervertebral discs
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MAIN DETERMINANT RISK FACTOR/S

• awkward postures;

• exertion of high action forces;

• disadvantageous action-force direction;

• jerky movement;

• inadequate handling mode;

• disuse or misuse of aids or equipment;

• inadequate loadbearing capacity (e.g. due to age, 

gender)
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BENEFITS

• Lumbar-overload prevention for patient-handling

activities

• Sophisticated measurementbased determination of the 

biomechanical load on the lumbar spine and its

evaluation with regard to lumbar overload;

• identification of ergonomic work-design measures

(posture, movement, handling technique, aids, etc.)
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LIMITATIONS

• selected handling activities

• Mechanical load on the lumbar spine

• handling by one caregiver

• “normal” patient body weight and stature,

• cooperation of patient

• adjusted bed height,

• adequate standing position of the caregiver.

• It neglects: handling frequency, - restricted space, 

environment, insufficient physiological capacity of caregiver.
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TYPE OF USE

•It can be used for rapid evaluation of low-

back loading, i.e. for the identification of 

performance deficits.

•Work-design hints are evident
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WHEN AND WHERE APPLIED

•Principles and quantities are standard, 

applied in every corresponding

occupational disease evaluation in 

Germany to assess the individual

workrelated presuppositions
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